Effect of thermal bond excitations on the critical properties of covalent Ising networks.
We introduce a bond-diluted Ising model with temperature-dependent concentration of bonds, which is intended to simulate the excitations of bond degrees of freedom as in covalently bonded network liquids arising from the thermal electronic transitions between bonding and antibonding electronic states. The critical behavior of this simplified model system, called the thermalized-bond Ising model, is investigated in terms of the Monte Carlo simulation results of finite-size regular Ising systems, as input for the method of chemical potentials that is generally used to obtain the thermodynamic properties of annealed impurity models. A finite-size scaling analysis of the susceptibility and the fourth-order cumulant results in a reliable estimation of the renormalized critical exponents. The exponents are found to be consistent with the phenomenological renormalization relations, due to Fisher, despite the temperature-dependent bond dilution.